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PRIVACY POLICY FOR WEBSITE VISITORS 

Based on the Data Protection Notice below, we would like to provide you with an overview of which 

personal data are processed whenever you access and visit the website of Audina Treuhand AG 

(hereinafter referred to as „Audina“) at www.audina.com.  

The controller in terms of the GDPR is: 

Audina Treuhand AG  

Landstrasse 37      

9490 Vaduz  

Liechtenstein   

E-mail:  info@audina.com 

Telephone:  +423 237 79 10 

You have the possibility of sending any questions relating to data protection to the Audina Data 
Protection Officer in charge by using the contact data below:  

E-Mail: datenschutzbeauftragter@audina.com 

Description and scope of data processing and your rights 

Our processing activities concerning the personal data of visitors of our website are restricted to such 

data which are required for the purpose of providing a functional website, our contents and our 

services. Personal data of our users are processed exclusively for those purposes to which the users 

consented or in the case where any other legal basis (within the meaning of the GDPR) exists. Only 

such personal data will be collected which are strictly necessary for the purpose of carrying out and 

processing our tasks and services or which you provided to us on a voluntary basis. 

Provision of the website  

Whenever you access our website, our web server automatically collects and stores in so-called server 

log files data and information from the computer system which is used for website access. The 

following data are collected in this process: 

• browser type and browser version, 

• operating system in use, 

• referrer URL, 

• IP address/host name of the computer used for website access, 

• time of the server request. 

We are not able to associate this data with a specific individual. This information will be analysed for 

the purpose of preparing website access statistics and is stored on a long-term basis. 
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What are cookies? 

Cookies are small files which your browser creates automatically and which will be stored on your 

device (laptop; tablet computer; smartphone etc.) whenever you visit our website. 

For what purposes do we use cookies? 

We make use of cookies on our website for the purpose of designing our offer in a more user-friendly 

way.  Cookies make it possible for us to recognise your device whenever you visit our website again, 

but also to align the website to your specific needs and to enhance it.  

We use the necessary cookies which help us make a website generally usable by providing basic 

website functions, such as page navigation and access to secured website areas. Websites need 

cookies to work correctly. In addition, we use statistics cookies which help website operators to 

understand how visitors interact with a given website by anonymously collecting and reporting 

information. 

Most of the cookies we use are «session cookies». They are automatically deleted at the end of your 

visit. Other cookies remain on your device until you delete them.  

Deleting cookies 

You can adjust your browser settings in such a way that you will be informed whenever cookies are set 

on your computer and that you allow cookies only in individual cases, refuse the setting of cookies in 

certain or all cases and activate automatic deletion of cookies when closing the browser. If cookies are 

deactivated, the functionality of this website might be limited. 

Consent to and withdrawal of cookie settings 

When visiting our website for the first time, you will be prompted to grant your consent to the storing 

of cookies. In this regard, you may choose whether you grant your consent either to storing strictly 

necessary cookies only or to storing all cookies. If you want to obtain more information about which 

cookies we exactly use during your visit to our website, please click on the «Show details» button to 

expand a list which indicates and describes all the cookies we use. This is where you also find 

information about how long the cookies we use are stored.   

You may withdraw your consent to the respective cookie settings at any time by deleting your browser 

history. When visiting our website at a later time, you will once again be prompted to grant consent to 

the cookies. 

The legal basis for the processing of data by strictly necessary cookies is point (f) of Art. 6(1) of the 

GDPR («legitimate interest»), that for other cookies processed data is point (a) of Art. 6(1) GDPR 

("consent"). 

 

Third-party cookies 

Third parties may set cookies on your computer in the case where you follow any links which lead away 

from our own web servers. We co-operate with the service providers referred to below who might 

place their own cookies or those provided to them by third parties: 
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Cookiebot 

On our website, we use «Cookiebot», a tool which is used for the purpose of showing all the cookies 

we use and obtaining your consent to the cookie settings whenever you visit our website. For more 

information on Cookiebot, please refer to: www.cookiebot.com. 

The legal basis for the data processed by Cookibot is Art. 6 (1) (f) GDPR ("legitimate interest"). 

If you have any questions specifically related to cookies or any general questions related to data 

protection, please refer to the Data Protection Officer in charge by using the contact data below: 

E-mail: datenschutzbeauftragter@audina.com 
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